" ^L. The C^^ equivalence class of/is denoted ' (F) and / is C' stafrfc if ^(f) is a neighbourhood of / in the Whitney topology.
Our first question is :
Is (7 stability a generic property?
It is easy to see that the answer to this question depends deeply on the combinatorial type of the underlying graph G and manifolds My, ve V. For example if G is of the types either 0 (cycle) or ( divergent) it is known that topological stability does not hold in general by the study of discrete dynamics and Web geometry [Ca, . We will touch on these counter examples later in this section and also in Appendix 2.
The graphs which we study in this paper are the (finite) convergent graphs:^ ŷ defined below. We will establish a foundation for differential calculus of convergent diagrams of smooth mappings for such graphs. TO POLOGICAL STABILITY THEOREM 461 The relation a(/) < POO, ^eL generates the partial order < of vertices for an oriented tree. A finite oriented tree G is convergent if there is only one . maximal vertex i;o: the root (sink) of G. If G is convergent, then for each vertex v ^ VQ, there is a unique edge <fy with source a(/y) == v. We define P(^) by P(/y) for v ^ VQ. The height of a vertex ye F is defined indued velyh(vo) = 0 ; otherwise h (v) == 1 + h (^(v) ). Each vertex v of G' defines a branch Gy, which is the subgraph consisting of all vertices v' ^ v and edges ^ with P(^) ^ y.
In this paper we call also a union of tress a tree.
Our goal in this paper is to prove THEOREM. -Let G = (F,L,A) be a finite convergent tree and let M = (My)ygv be a collection of smooth manifolds and P = (dimMy)yev. 7^ P satisfies the condition G defined in Section 2.1, then topologically stable mappings are dense in C^{G,M) with the Whitney topology.
As a consequence of the above theorem and Theorem 2 in the paper [N2] , we have COROLLARY. -Let G, M, P be as above.
If pv satisfies one of the following conditions^ for any v e V ' .
(1) Pv^P^for 0^n^h (v) (2) Pp(y) ^ P^ for 1 ^ n ^ h (v) (3) Pv, PP(.) ^ P^ ^ P^n^ for 2 ^n ^ h(v) and the pair (pv-P^, PWP^^) is semi-nice, i.e. [M2] (see also [W2-3] ).
Then topologically stable diagrams are dense in C^(G, W). Here 2 o(n,p) is the function defined by Mother
The main theorem above generalizes well known topological stability theorem for single mappings due to Mather [M4] and also gives a partially affirmative answer to a conjecture by : topologically stable diagrams are dense in C^{G,M) if G is a finite convergent tree.
We now recall some known results on the C^ stability problem respectively for various types of diagrams.
ISAO NAKAI
Case 1 : is an arrow ->. In this case our problem turns into the ordinary singularity theory of smooth mappings between two manifolds. We recall the main global results :
(1) C 00 stable mappings are dense in C^(A^, ^p) if the dimension pair (n,jp) is nice, i.e. ^(n,?) > n [Ml] .
(2) C° stable mappings are dense in C^(N,P) for any smooth manifolds N.P [M4, Gi] .
(3) The C° stability and the C°° stability are equivalent in C W (N,P) if (n, p) is a nice pair and N is compact (see e.g. [Da] ).
(4) The complement of the union of equivalence classes ^°°(/) with finite codimension in C^^N, P) has infinite codimension for compact N, if and only if (n, p) is a semi-nice pair [P,W2] .
(5) C 1 stable mappings are dense in C^QV, P) if and only if (n, p) is a nice pair [Wl] .
A survey of these nice and semi-nice properties is available in the paper [W2] and the complete determination of those ranges is given by Mather [M3] and Wall [W3] , respectively.
Case 2 : G is the composition ->->. In this case C 1 stability does not hold generically even for some triples (M, N, P) of manifolds of small dimensions. In fact du Plessis showed that (6) C 1 stable compositions are not dense in the space of proper composite mappings C^ (M 3 ->N 4 ->P 2 ).
We will give a proof for this in Appendix 2. On the other hand, the triples (3.4.2) satisfy the condition (3) of the above corollary. Since the pair(l, 2) is nice and in particular semi-nice, C° stable mappings are dense in this space of compositions.
A technical reason for the restriction to the case of convergent diagrams is that the Malgrange-Mather division theorem does not hold for the other cases. In fact the nature of the space of diagrams C°° (G, M) presents a remarkable difference between the convergent and the other types. Some of these aspects will be found in the following two typical non convergent cases.
Case 3 : G is a cycle 0. In this case our problem corresponds to the theory of endomorphisms of manifolds, which have been long studied by many mathematicians. It is known that C° stability is not a generic property. This phenomenon is caused by the topological structure of orbits of endomorphisms /: M-Q. The structure of compositions of their singularities along orbits is the same as that of their developments/: • • • ==>===> • • • ==> /: (covering /), for which it seems that the argument in this paper remains effective. So the topological structure of endomorphisms may be described by a certain combination of singularities and the orbit structure of/.
Case 4 : G is the divergent graph <^ . In this case our problem is related to envelope theory in the papers [A, Ca, Th] . The recent results by Carneiro [Ca] and Dufour [Du 2-3] present a new aspect of the topological classification problem for diagrams of this type by using a topological method in web geometry. Namely, Dufour proved that
, C° stable diagrams are not dense .
In the final section we will show that if P 2 is orientable and N 2 is not then all topological equivalence classes have infinite codimension. Surprisingly it was proved quite recently by Dufour [Du 4 ] that even in the space of pairs of functions C (:0 
, C° stability does not hold in general.
Sketch of the proof of the theorem.
First we begin by recalling the idea due to Thorn and Mather for topological study of singularities of mappings, known as the theory of canonical stratification.
A stratification of a smooth mapping /: N -> P is a pair (^N, ^p) of stratifications of manifolds N, P such that / restricts on each stratum Xe^N t° a submersion /: X -> Y to some stratum Ye^p. Thorn's second isotopy lemma (Theorem 3.2.4) says that if a family of proper mappings (/<xid,Pr) N x 1R -> P x R -> R is simultaneously stratified by a triple (SP^.SPp, R) of stratifications of TV x R, P x R and R, and y^ satisfies Thorn's condition A^ then the family ft is locally topologically trivial. This suggests that topological stability of mappings may be deduced from a certain stability of their Af regular stratifications under small perturbations. A canonical stratification was explicitly constructed by Mather [M4] by using his highly systemized method in papers in a series, where the finite determinacy theorem and the unfolding theory played a crucial role.
Using the same basic idea as above, a fundamental part of the proof of the topological stability theorem for convergent diagrams will be a construction of their stratifications in a canonical way. For the simplest case of two-compositions (/,<?): M -> N -> P, this may be done by refining a canonical stratification «9^(/) of N for / to a stratification y'N^f) such that for some stratification^? of P the pair (^;v(A^p) is Ag regular. Thus this problem is called the problem of the second stratification by Thorn. In the following we will explain how the second stratifications of convergent diagrams are constructed in a canonical way.
Let fu'u: M(/ -> My denote the composition of j\ along the oriented path from v' to v. The main technical problem in this paper is to give an intrinsic notion for the singularities of convergent diagrams / involving these compositions.
Given a diagram /eC°°(G',M) and another convergent graph F, a diagram of f of type F consists of i) a morphism / : (Vy, Ly) -> (Vo, L^) with (XG o / = / o a?,
ii) points x^eM^ for (e Vy such that /^(x^)) = x^ for { eLr.
We shall seek to understand the singularities of / in terms of its multigerms along such diagrams.
A diagram of / is determined by the set X = {X^)\^EL^}, so we denote it simply by fx: the Collection of multi germs f^ , ^ e LQ , where X = J X, cz [j M^. Note that Vr ^ [j (X,uf,(X,)) .
We first explain the role of trees for the cslse of a single mapping. Here a diagram fx, X c N of /: N -> P is an oriented graph of height 1 consisting of # f(X) disjoint trees : forest. The germs of canonical stratifications^^, ^p of / at f~^(y), y are characterized by the multigerm f^ at Xy = !(/) n f-\y) [M4] .
For a general convergent tree G, our first problem is to describe the singularity type of convergent diagrams of smooth mapping, in other words to seek the smallest subset X c: (J M^) with y e f(X) for <feL which the germ fy characterizes the property of the germ of / along the fibres fv'Ky), v' < v on yeMÎ n Section 0.3, we define the critical point sets Co^)(/) c= M^) and the critical values sets D^(f) = [J f^{C^)(f)) for convergent diagrams POO-y /eC°°(G,M), using the notion of trees. The restriction /z = (ff ' • ^a(^ )(/)-* ^(aCO) is considered as a skeleton of/. In fact /s contains complete information about the singularities of/. The author would suggest these sets as good candidates for the notion of singularity for diagrams, in proving the C°° stability theorem (Thm. 2.3.1) and in constructing a canonical stratification for diagrams in a certain class feT^ c= A^ (Theorems 2.1.2, 3.1.2).
The fundamental question for these critical sets is: whether the restrictions /^: G^)(/) -> D^) (J) , ^eL are proper and finite-to-one. We say a convergent diagram feC'°(G,M) is a good representative of a tree fx if the restrictions /: Co^)(/) -> D^)(/) are all proper and finite-to-one and also satisfy a certain additional condition on maximal trees (see Section 0.3 for the definition).
In the paper [N2] we proved that a (finite) tree fx of a convergent diagram admits a good representative if the /o codimension of fx is finite (Proposition 1.4.1 [N2] ). Under the conditions / e An C^(G,M) that f( are proper and all trees have finite /o codimension, it is proved that the critical sets G^)(/), D^)(f) are closed and the restrictions f^: G^)(/) -^ D^)(f) are all proper and finite-to-one (Theorem 2.2.1). Now we are ready to explain the construction of stratification of diagrams feC^ (G,M) . By Theorem 0.3.2, a tree fx with finite /o codimension admits an (infinitesimally) stable unfolding Fx = (F,, : M^ x r, x x 0-^Mp^ x r, /(x) x 0),, ^ of the form We say the dimension function P = (dim My) satisfies Condition G if, for any m, ze^J(G,M) off a subset of infinite codimension with any combinatorial type, Y^ is finitely /o determined. Some range of such dimensions P is presented in the paper [N2] .
The canonical stratification 5' of ^J{G,M) is roughly the partition by topological types of the stratification of stable unfoldings of those trees Yz' Proposition 1.3.3 and the argument in Section 3.2 say that topological transversality of / e A^ is equivalent to the transversality of the multi jet section ^Jf to the S for sufficiently large m. Therefore 7^ is a countable intersection of open dense subsets by the transversality theorem (Theorem 0.3.5), hence it is a dense subset by the Baire property of C^ (G,M) . The openness of Too is shown in Theorem 3.2.2 in the same way as that of Ay, in Theorem 2.1.2.
Terminology and Preliminaries.
For a tuple of positive integers P = (py), let \i;6V / (eL (For these notions, see The /o codimension C^(f) of / is defined by
where /yy denotes the composition of j\ along the oriented path from v to the root VQ . The equivalence relation /o introduced in the paper [Nl] is defined for diagrams / with C^(/) < oo . We say that /, g are /o equivalent if and only if they have unfoldings F, G which are equivalent as diagrams (see Theorem 4.2.1 [Nl] ). If F, G are unfoldings of the same dimension of /, g respectively then / and g are /o equivalent if and only if F and G are /o equivalent. The /o equivalence classes ^^(f) project to locally C°° trivial semialgebraic manifolds in the jet space J\G,P) = n J\P^Pw) denoted (9^\f) (Proposition 2.4.2-2 [Nl] ).
/' 6 L Let Fe^(6',P+r) be an unfolding of / of the normal form:
THEOREM 0.3.1 (Theorem 3.1.1 [Nl] ). 
n^s)^) c Z^for any s < r. IfC^f) ^ r, / is e(r) -I, determiner i.e., any g with the same e(r) jet as f is Io equivalent to f. (This is a consequence of Theorem 0.3.1 and 0.3.3.)
We say finite 7o determinacy holds in general in
Here we state our transversality theorem. From now on we apply all concepts for convergent graphs and convergent diagrams of map germs to trees of diagrams feC CO (G,M) .
Let fx. Xf^M^ be a (finite) tree of a diagram feC CO (G,M). The prolongation of fx is the tree fx-defined by the set
The critical point set C^)(f) c: M^), v 1=-VQ of / is the set of roots x of (finite connected) trees fx, for which the prolongation fx-
A tree fx is indecomposable if Y{ c: C^)(f) for all £eL, and maximal if furthermore any tree /j^, with Ac JST is not indecomposable. We see easily that any point x e Cu(f) u ^cCD is contained in unique maximal tree (possibly infinite) called the maximal tree of x and denoted fx^, and its branch on x e Xx u /We) is called the maximal branch on x and denoted /^r. Note that X^ = (J C^(f) n /^(x). Conventionally
We call a diagram feC^(G,M) a ^00^ representative of a tree fx if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) fx is maximal if fx is indecomposable, (2) The function C^(/^) is upper semi continMous with xeMy, ,i;e V. 
CHAPTER 1

CRITICAL VALUE STRATIFICATION (CVS)
A canonical construction of CVS.
Let G ^ (P,£,A) be a convergent diagram of height 1 with root
.. ,M^) be a collection of smooth manifolds and
We suppose Whitney (B) regular stratifications 5' , of Mi are given. Let ^(ft\A), A e Si denote the set of points x e A where fi\A is not a C" submersion. Let E^CO -\J W\A), ^,CO == f^s^)) and , ^^• A?(/) = U ^s,^), where S stands for the fe-tuple (^)^i,,.^. By the !'=! 1 regularity condition for Si, ^s (fi) ls closed in My..
ISAO NAKAI
A critical value stratification (CVS) S' of Ds(f) is a Whitney regular stratification of Ds(f) which possesses the following properties : for any i and strata A, B e 5\, U, V e S 1 (where we allow A=B and £7= F),
(1) E(/;.|^) r\ fi\U) is a smooth submanifold of A,
If Ds(/) is a closed subset, the mapping / admits the Thorn regular stratification (S'^S') called the stratification of f associated with the critical value stratification S', defined bŷ
for f = 1, ... , k; (Thorn's ^. regularity and Whitney B regularity of 5'; follow immediately from the properties (2) and (3), (4) respectively. For the definitions of Whitney B regularity and Thorn's Af condition, see [Gi] ).
In general Then rf is smooth of dimension i. Now we define r,-i== 7;-Ff. We claim that y,-i possesses the required property. The properties (1) - (4) of CVS for Mi = Yi -r,_i involving the other strata M^, <f = i + 1, ... , d and A, B e Sj follow respectively from the refining process (iv), (vi) and (vii), the 4-th term in RHS of (v), and the 5-th and 6-th terms in RHS of (v). If 0 9^ n = dim r,-i < i -1, then we define F^-a = ^1-2 = • • • = ^n ^d go on to the next step of refining Yn to define F^-i so that Mn = Yn ~ Yn-\ ls smooth of dimension n and satisfies the required properties. If n = 0, we complete the induction. Proof. -By the determinacy theorem (Theorem 0.3.1), stable diagrams are equivalent to diagrams of polynomial map germs. So it suffices to prove the statement for polynomials f,g. We construct uC/) by descending induction on the height of vertices v e V.
Then / admits the stratification ^(f) = (^(/))^v associated witĥ (/) defined by ^(/) = <^(/) and
Let f^+ denote the restriction of / to the edges ^ : v 1 -> v. We assume that there are semialgebraic open neighbourhoods U^ of 0 e R^, /^(^ (o) c: ^poo such that the restrictions of/to the branches G^ , on i/, P(i/) = v, admit the canonical CVS ^ on £7^, y" ^ v'. We will construct a stratification ^y(/) of (7y so that the union of strata with positive codimension gives the CVS of the critical value set Dcg ^ (/)(/+) of/^ with respect to ^(/) = C^G/))^)^.
By Proposition 0.3.6, we may assume that (f^\U^) is a good representative of /. By the definition of the critical sets in Section 0.3, a tree fx with its root in £/y and vertices of height 1 off the critical sets ^v'(f), PO/) = v is trivial. Therefore we see ^ ^(f^) a ^aoo(/) for f with POQ = v. By the properties of good representatives, the restrictions /1 S^^)(/) are also proper and finite-to-one, for ^ ^(f^) is closed in L^).
By Proposition I.I.I, there are semialgebraic open neighbourhoods U'v' of OeU^' for v', P(i/) = v such that the restriction (/| C/a(<o)poo=i; admits the canonical CVS ^uCO of the critical value set U ^(^(/)n^ CO). We put ^ = ^n/^W), PO/) = i; for P00=û < u. Then the restrictions ^(/) n £7^., i/ 7 ^ u gives the CVS of (fA ^aoo)aoo<u-This completes the construction of the canonical CVS of / by induction. The final property of CVS in the proposition follows from the naturality of the canonical CVS in Proposition I.I.I. Now we state some properties of the above CVS. We call a sub tree fx of the maximal tree fx of x of / e 0^(0, M) with C^(fx^) < oo, the topologically maximal tree of x if fx contains x as a vertex,/^ is topologically indecomposable and its complement/^ -x is topologically trivial. We denote this tree by /op^ ^d lts branch on by/br, i.e.
•^v '""AT = U (/^K 011^) ,
x e M,.
v'<v
The topologically characterizing tree /toov 011 °f x ls ^e union of the x above /top^ , the sequence f:
The next proposition follows directly from the construction of the canonical CVS. Proof. -It suffices to prove the statement for indecomposable stable diagrams. First we prove the «if» part. Let X = (X^))^L be as above and let fx denote the maximal tree of the good representative / including the tree/x. By the properties (1), (2) of CVS, £(/,| Y) n f7\X^) is a smooth submanifold on which ^ restricts to a locally isomorphic covering map onto Conversely we assume a connected tree /^, X = (x^)) has a vertex /^OW)) off the stratum A^) for some <feL. Let /^-be the maximal tree with X c T, and x' e L^/ one of the highest vertices of fx where Proof. -Let zGSf\G,P) c ^(G^P) and let^ (F,) 
Since F is a sequence of polynomial map germs, 7^ is also a polynomial map germ, and since rp is a diffeo-germ, the image ^(C^P) x A^ of JT is a semialgebraic submanifold. Now we have the following equality, dim S^P) x A^ = dim X = dim ^, from which we have codim SW,P) x A^ = ^ ^ + r -dim 0 
-Let f=(f^^e<f(G,P) be a finitely I, determined diagram: C^(f)^r. Let FeS(G,P+s), F,: (IR^-^O) -+ (RW-,0), F,(x,u) = (f^(x),u), //" = // be a stable unfolding 'of f and let <•": (R^,0) -. (8^,0), i, e F fce t^ wc/usions. Let '(^) -^«(.F})^y be the canonical CVS of F (^(P) ;s trivial for sources v). Then <•" is transversal to ^ /or all veV, if and only if J'^f is transversal to Sf^G,?) x Ac at (())". ^e n ^"• '"'"o
Proo/. -By Theorem 0.3.3, the transversality of <•" to y is independent of the choice of the stable unfolding F. So we assume Aat the e(r) jet section J^F: \\ K"" x r ^ J^(G,R 1 ') defined by From now we say a finitely /o determined diagram fe^(G,P) is topologically transversal if the condition in the above proposition is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 1.3.4. -Let /, F be as above. Then there is a good representative F, F^: U^) -> U^) of F defined on open neighbourhoods U, of CeRP^8 ^hich admits the canonical CVS ^(F) = ^,(F)\^y and the natural inclusions <y: W )v -> [R^5 are transversal to ^y(F) (for the definition of good representatives, see Section 0.3). In this situation, the restriction f{F/\ L^)X (R^ooxO) 15 a good representative off, which admits the canonical CVS ^(/) = (^(DIIR^x 0) and all connected trees off are topologically transversal. The germs of ^u(f) ^ 0 are independent of the choice of F and denoted ^y(/). Let ^(f) denote the stratification of f associated \vhith ^(/). Then ^(/), e9%(/)
SOME PROPERTIES OF CRITICAL SETS, MAXIMAL TREES AND BRANCHES OF GENERIC CONVERGENT DIAGRAMS
Some generic properties.
Let G = (F,L,A) be a convergent graph, Q = (q^) a tuple of integers 0 ^ ^ ^ oo. We call G a Q graph if each fibre ^~\v) of 'k\L-> V consists of at most q^ edges (finite if q^= oo). Let < : F -> G, i = (/'v,^'z,) ' ' (VY,LY) -> (Yo^Lo) be a morphism of oriented graphs. We call / a 0 morphism if F is a ^<0 -graph.
Let P = (pv)vev be a tuple of integers 0 < py < oo. We say P satisfies Condition GQ(G) if finite /o determinacy holds in general in <^(r,/*P) for any g-morphism (finite morphism) c': F -> G.
We call a diagram (tree) fx of / of embedding type /: F -> G (defined by the inclusions of germs) a g-diagram (g-tree), if i is a g-morphism.
Let 0 < r ^ oo be an integer and U c: My^ a subset. We denote by AQU the set of smooth diagrams /eC^G^M) such that for any Q tree fx of the restriction fu = (fAf^)(U)), the /o codimension Cjp(/^) is at most r (finite if r==oo), and we denote A^u^Aou, A^y = A r Q. 
Proof. -From the definition it follows immediately that A^,u cz Ap+r+i,u' Conversely let feAp+r+i,u and for simplicity of notations assume U == My . Then we prove that any connected and indecomposable tree of / with root in My is a P + r tree, by the descending introduction on the height h{v) of the vertices ve V. It then follows that all finite trees of / admit stable unfoldings of dim < r hence feA^^u'
We may assume inductively all indecomposable trees of / with roots in My, h(v) ^ h are (P+r)-trees of /. Let fx be an arbitrary finite indecomposable tree of / with root xeMy of height h(v) = h. Suppose that fx is a union of the prolongations f^. of the branches fx of fx on x.eXn M^.), (3(^) = y, /^.(x,) == x and that q ^ ^ 4-r + 1.
By the induction hypothesis these prolongations are all (P+r)-trees. Let fy be a py + r + 1 union of these prolongations. Then, by Corollary 1.1.4, at least one of these p, + r + 1 branches must be trivial. This contradicts the assumption that fx is indecomposable. Therefore fx is a union of at most py + r prolongations, and in particular is a (P+r)-tree. This completes the proof.
Our purpose in this chapter is to prove THEOREM 2.1.2.
-Let G = (F,L,A) be a convergent diagram mth root Vo and M == (My)ygy a collection of smooth manifolds. Then the set A^r\C^(G,M) is open in C^(G,M) mth the Whitney topology for any closed subset K c= M^, and if K is compact the set is open in the weak C°° topology. If P = (dimMy)yey satisfies the condition GQ then AQnC^(G,M) is dense in C^(G,M) for any sufficiently large r and the complement of A ^ has infinite codimension : any smooth family fu, uetR 5 ^arbitrary dimension s can be approximated by a smooth family f^in A^.
Remark. -It seems that if finite /o determinacy holds in general in <^(G',P) then P satisfies Condition GQ for any Q. So although we state everything for general Q in this and the next chapters, we will prove them only for the case Q = oo = (oo)ygy, and restrict ourselves to reminding here that the topological stability theorem in Section 0.1 can be proved under the Condition Gp+1. For the case of Q = P + 1, there is only one point of the proof that does not go the same in those proofs, that is, the maximal trees may not be finite. However, if we define topologieally maximal trees by substituting C° triviality for C°° triviality in the i definition, then those trees are finite, and the rest of the proof remains valid.
Some properties of critical sets and maximal trees and branches.
To generalize the notions of Cy(/) and D^(f) of diagrams feC^^G^M), let Q = (q^)^v be a tuple of positive integers. The set Qo(/) ls defined to be the set of roots of Q trees of / in My, whose prolongation is not trivial and D,^{f) = [j MC^^(f) 
.. , h(G): Wk C,(f)r^f^(U) (resp. C^(f)nf^(U)) is closed in f^(U) for any VG V, h(v) = k.
Wk D,(f)^f^(U) (resp. D^(f)^f^\(U)) is closed in f^(U) for any veV, h(v) = k and the restriction f,: C^(/) n f~^(U) ( f) n f^(U) (resp. f,: C^(f) n f^(U) -^ D^(f) n f^)vQ(U)) is proper and locally uniformly finite-to-one for any ^eL, h(ft(p))=k. (3)k For any veV, h(v) = fe, the number of vertices of the maximal branch f^r on x is locally bounded at any point xef;^(U) and if x i ( =fvv\(U) is convergent to a point x e fvv\(U) as i -> oo then
00
X^ -> X^ i.e., X^ is the cluster point set of (J X^. (The coherence of maximal branches.) i=l (4)k For any connected tree (resp. Q tree) fx of f mth root in fvv\(U), h(v) = k, the /o codimension C^(f^) < r + 1. (5) /e^n C^(G,M) (resp. A^C^(G,M)).
Proof. -We consider only the case/e.4^. TKe other case can be proved similarly.
We prove the statements by descending induction on the height k of vertices. The outline is as in the diagram : UQ(K) from which the statement (1\ follows.
(2),^ ==> (3)fc. We assume the statements (2), for k ^ f: (7) is proper and locally uniformly finite-to-one for any <feL, ^(POO) > k. Let ye F be a vertex of height k. Then X^ = C^(f) n /^(x) is a finite set of which the number of elements is locally bounded at any point xef^(U) and v' < v by the assumption above, and the union T = U ^v' ^e s the maximal branch of / on x. The coherence of is a good representative of /^r-. By the coherence of maximal branches, the prolongation /j^r-is a tree of fj, hence x, e C^(fx) for any sufficiently large f. By the property of good representatives, the critical point set Cx (fx) cz U^ is closed so it follows that x e C^(f^) c= Cy(/). Therefore
(3)^ => (4)^. Let v e V be a vertex of height fc. By the same argument as the implication of (2)^, any maximal branch /^ on x' e fvv^U) is a tree of a good representative of some branch f^r on xe/yy 1^) .
By the assumption, we have Cjp(/^r) < r and by the property of good representatives, we have C^(/j^) ^ r -(4),, 0 ^ f=>(5). Trivial.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
C 00 stability and infinitesimal stability.
In this section, we prove a theorem on C°° stability of diagrams as an application of our theory of maximal trees and branches (Theorem 2.3.1). This theorem was proved already by Baas and Dufour [Bl, Du] , however the part of implication (3) ==> (2) is not clear in their papers. The reader may appreciate our theory in proving this part.
Let feC CO (G,M) be a convergent diagram of smooth mappings. Let Q = (^u)uev be a tuple of integers 0 ^ q^ < oo. We say / is multi (resp. Q-) infinitesimally stable if any finite (resp. Q-) tree fx of / is infinitesimally stable. (1) / is C 00 stable,
/ is multi infinitesimally stable,
The part (2) o (1) is a generalization of Mather's theory of adequate homomorphisms [Ml] , and can be found in the papers [Bal, Bu, Dul] . The implication (2) => (3) is obvious.
By Proposition 2.1.1, the conditions (3), (4) are equivalent. ( 
Proof of the implication
We then extend ^iT 1 to vector fields ^h, defined on open neighbourhoods U^ respectively for v e V so that the restriction f\ U h satisfies the equality above. The final step h = h(G) of the extension of vector fields completes the construction of a vector field u = ® ^y = ® ^( G) with the required property T(f) (u) = v-.
Let VE V be a vertex of height h and xeMy -C^~\f). Then the prolongation fx^~ of the maximal tree /^r on x is trivial: n/^-)=(e(M^-))=e(/^-), where 6(Mybr ) = @ 9(My/)^. So there is a vector field x^e^-nMy This completes the construction of the vector field u hence the proof of the implication (3) => (2).
Proof of Theorem 2.1.2.
We prove the openness of A^K' The openness of the other sets follows the same way. This completes the proof of our claim.
Now to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.2, we prove that if P = (dimMy)yey satisfies Condition GQ , then
(1) AQ is dense in C^G^M) with the Whitney topology for any sufficiently large r, (2) the complement of AQ has infinite codimension. We regard the fibre gJ\G,P) of the projection n on (A^eA^ as the jet space W^yP).
By theorem 0.3.4, the set £ c ^(6" ,^P) of / with finite codimension is a pro algebraic set defined by algebraic subsetŝ 
6/^W
Fmally, by shrinking £7 so that /^(£/) c (J U^nM, x 0, we complete the induction step. xefÎ n the same way as the implication of Theorem 2.2.1 to Theorem 2.1.2, the above theorem (Theorem 3.1.2) for topological transversality implies the following. 
Proof of the theorem.
First we prove the following theorem. to the CVS's ^y (F) , ve V. Clearly the second projection My x R -> R are still stratified submersions.
Since ft: M^)->M^), teR, ^eL are all proper and the strata of 5' are relatively compact, the strata of S^F), ve V are also relatively compact. Now we apply Thorn's second isotopy lemma to the prolongation (F,Pr) .. , q all distinct, for which the associated graph GXY is equivalent to G' as an oriented graph indexed by the set V.
We regard the fibre of n over A^ as the k jet space of diagrams in ^(G'^P). Let ^e (r) c= J^^G'^P) be the set in Theorem 0.3.4, which defines the pro-algebraic set £ c: €(G\i^P) of non finitely Io determined diagrams, and let S^^G'^P) be the stratification of the complement of ^e (r) defined in Section 1.3. Since these sets are invariant under coordinate transformations of spaces, these sets and stratifications define a locally trivial partition of the fibre bundle n~\^) -> A^, denoted by Sg^.5^^, respectively. The image of the projection to the roots n': Ac/ -> M^ is the complement of the diagonal set of Ml , where q' is the number of connected components of G'. Let S^s denote the refinement S^ n (n' o Ti)-1^^) . By the transversality theorem (Theorem 0.3.5), the set ^gP of diagrams feC CO {G,M) Proof. -This is a natural generalization of Thorn's second isotopy lernrna. For the proof, see e.g. [Gi, M4] .
